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LtMfTS JN CATEGQRlES OF RELATIONS AND 
LIMIT-CQLXMIT C~~~~TATI~~ 
The category J? af rclatirms in an AJbelian category SQ is isomorphic to its own 
dual. This entails that direct limits in PQ can be computed as inverse limits and vice- 
versa. This, together with the fact that limits of the same type commute, suggests 
the use of the category d to obtain criteria for limit-,cdimit commutation in $4. 
The first sectiun cansists of an axcxmt of the necessary intrsductory parapher- 
naha. The scccrnd section is devoted ta, cofinal functars and their applications to 
the theory of timits and r&&c limits. In the third section conditi_ons are given for 
the existence of certain iimits and rrlativ~ limits in the category d of relations. In 
se&on fuur WQ; show that in a limits can be computed as cofimits and vice-versa. 
Under certain cinxmstances the limit of the &imit functor of a bifunctor F with 
range rQ is just the limit in Jof a suitable functor. A key point fcx applications i  
given by a t~?~~~r~rn giving c~~ndjti~~ns for the c~~rnn~~~tativi~ of limits and relative 
iimi~; in 8% fu section ftvc we apply the foregoing tu the problem of commuting of 
hmits with cohntits in SQ. 
9 1. Paraphernalia 
The t~rrnjn~~~gy used will generally be that of f 2) and 131. Thus, to J commu- * 
tative square . 
I 
R _...“_, A 
(1.1) 
4 1 9 
8 - __._..“._-, x 
J, 
A. FW J.L. MacDonald, Limits in categories of relatiivu 
s4 we associate the differential sequence 
Whenever (I 2) is exact, left exact, right exact we say that (1 .I.) is exact, cartesian, 
cocartesian and write ex(cr, $3; p, $), car(ru, 0: 9, \L), coc(@$; $, \ir ). respectively. CJear- 
Jy cart a, /??;lp, $) means (I. 1) is a puliback diagram and coc(a, @;lp, $I’) that ( I. I ) is a 
p11d1out. 
The category 3 has the same objects as ~8. A morphism from A to B in a is an 
equivalence cktss of morphism pairs (Q, JI) in Se where 
A _._?+ X ,_-‘I-. B 
and X is an object in Sp. Two morphism pairs (q, 9’) and (q’. $‘) are equivalent if 
and only if there are monomorphisms P and p’ such that w = P’G’ and P$ = P’$‘. 
We write g/$ for the ciass of (q,$) and note that every such class has a minimal 
representative, unique up to isomorphism in ~4, given by the pushout of the pull- 
back of any representative (G, 6). Conversely any pushout is a minimal representa- 
tive. The composition dX 0 rpJ$ is given by $Q/$‘X where (x’, 9’) is any pair for 
which the square in 
G x’ II ._....I _-____* _ _---_--* 
x 
I h 
is exact. 
We identify G$ with a subcategory of avia the embedding functor 9 -* g/J. If 
.F: a 4 ~4 is a functor, then p: Q --c JwilJ denote its composition with the em- 
bedding functor. The isomorphisms of a are just those of gQ. An anti-involution 
?: a + zis defined on Jby &/$) = $/rp. We write &$ short for ?(p/$) and _.. 
note that Q/$ = 3, $T. 
By a process dual to that used for constructing a a category $! is constructed. 
There is an isomorphism gto 2 h--h w IL carries the morphism s/$ of 2 to 
cr\p: A 2 R c B of 2, where (ar. 0) is any pair for which (I. 1) is exact. Notice 
that a commutative square (1 .I ) is exact if and only if m = &g. As before we drnotc 
hy IT Q -+ athe composition of F? Q -+ SQ with the embedding functor. 
We say that a morphism 919 of A% is represented minimally when it is minimal 
in its class and similarly we speak of maximal representation i 3. 
We now turn to a few propositions to be used in the sequel. 
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Roof. Let coc(a, E,&‘, a’). Then a’$$$ = #&I and ($. s), being minimal, is a push- 
out, hence (J, a’+) is a pushout. Hence (a’$, q”) is the minimal representatiw of
$‘&.f. thus 31 a manic 0 with 
(1.6) 6a’$ = Jt’ 
As (#, 9) is a pundit it follows that %a’ is the unique r~~~rphisrn fo  which (1.6) and 
(1.7) hold, From 0 monk and coc(a, cp; q”, ar’) we infer cx(cu,~; q’, %a’). If (9’. ~‘1 is 
minimal, then 8 is an isomarphism. 
From f2] we have 
We con&de this section with 
Proposition 1.9. if in the commutazivv dtkgrwn 
5 2. Cof inal functon 
In the sequel we shall assume that all index categories 1. J are smaft, nanempty 
and connected. J is said to be quasi-filtered (write yf) if in addition 
Given x in J there are y, 6 with ‘ya = S/3. 
P 
Given 2 in J there is Q with qp = qo. 
A category I is called qf’ if it satisfies the dual of the preceding conditions. 
Let J, J’ be any categories. A functor C: J’ -+ J is said to be W@W~ if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(i) Given i E f .I f there is a morphism i --, Cj’ f’x some i’ E [J’ 1. 
(ii) Given 
in J7 there are morphjsms J, I, Jt2 in 3’ such that 
commutes. One verifies that whenever (ij holds, (ii) is equivalent o either of the 
fo~~ow~n~, provided J and J’ are yf: 
(ii)’ Given 
j _:‘* -3 CY 
4% 
in J there is a morphism $ in I’ for which C$ 0 qpl = C$ o+. 
(ii)” Given 
Cj; _.r.:‘P..$ Cj; 
Ca 
in J, there is a morphism $ in J’ for which C$ !) tg = CJ/ 0 Cc. 
(We owe this notion of cofinal functor to Peter Hilton.) 
In particular let J’ be a full subcategory of the qf category J 6nd suppose that J’ 
satisfies the following condition: 
Given jE I J 1 there is a morphism j -+ j’ in J with j’ E I J’I. Then J’ is qf and the 
inclusion funetor is a cofinal functor. 
As another e’xample let J be rl yf categor)’ and J’ the comma category j/J of ob- 
jects under j. Then j/J is qf and.thc projection functor P: j/J+ J is cofinal. 
Iat F: J --* G be any functor. A natural transformation K: F-+ X, where X is a 
constant fimctor (i.e. X E I Lr 1 ) will be called a ccrne ovw F. Similarly a natural 
transformation 7: X -+ F will be called a cone U&Y F. 
):rom now on we will write “< .ruppo~e (C, J’. $)” for “Suppose that C: J’ --+ J is 
cofinal”. 
Proof. Let pci: /;‘Ci -+X,iEIJ’Ibeacone.LetjEIJI.Thenthereexistsa 
qj+Ciandweset 
(2.3) pj=pci!jF$. 
Let g’: j -+ Ci’. Then by (ii), definition of cofinal functor. there are $. 9 in J’ 
such that 
commutes. Hence Pj = pci 0 Fq = pck i 3 FIJI (3 Fg = pck 0 FC$’ 0 Fs’ = pcis C? i$‘. 
This shows that pie as defined, is independent of the choice of 9. furthermore the 
Pi’s agree with the given pcj’s for any j of the form j = 0, if I J’I. Let now 
9:j~kbcinJ.Then3#:k-,Ci,iEIJ’I.By(7.3jpCi@Fet~~=piand 
pci 0 pd = pk. knee pi = pk i? F$. Thus p is a cone over F. p is clearly unique 
since any extension must satisfy equation (2.3). 
Clearly every cone II over Fcan be restricted to a cone 7rc over K, hence under 
the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 there is a I -- I coinspondence between cones over F 
and cones over FC 
Given a class 9 of cones over F we shall denote 9~ the oiass of the corresponding 
cones over FC, 
hfinitbn 2.4. Let F: J -+ Q be any functor and 7 a class of cones over I=. A cone 
n: I-‘-+ 1, in 9 is said to be a dirrrr 5Wtnir of F (we write CL. n‘i = ‘7-lim k3 if, 
given any ~0ne p: & *--+ X in Y, there exists a unique G-morphism ): L 2 X such 
that 77r = p. 
Ckarly CJ-l&i F is unique up to canonical isomarphism. 
Conversely, let {L, n) = g.‘b+-n F and pe. * NY--+ X a cone in YC. Then 3 1 ($-mcx- 
phism u: f, + X with p = CIT. Clearty pc = uQ nc afld ifp~ = u*7rC, then as before 
p = o’7r. Hence d = u and this shows the uniqueness of u. 
lfin this fast theorem we let 9 be the class af all cones river “;: we obtain 
As a consequence of Theorem 2.5 WC have the following result. 
Renzurk. A firnctor between yf categories which is cofinal in the sense of Bass ( 1 t ] , 
Dcfinicion 8.3, page 46) is co&al in our sense. 
let C: J’ + J be any functor and R : G + F: J + G a natural transformation. For 
each $: jr --+i in J’ WC have a commutative diagram 
Let {LG, A) = EIJI G and (LF, n) = 1%~ F. Then. for every j E I J’ I we have the 
commutative diagram 
CCj _..-._-2L-+ tc 
For this siruatio~l we prove 
Proof. We only prove I/tat (2.9.) is cocartesian for j = jl. By the dual of Proposition 
1.9, fi), it follows readify that (2.9) is coaartesian fur every j E I J’ 1. 
We consider the object Fqt as a constant functor J’ + 6 . There is a natural 
trar~sfo~ylati~ it: FCjt -+ FC @ven by pj = FC$, where $J is the unique morphjsm 
jt -+ j. Since C is cufinaf (LF, R~) = I*FC and nci, = nc~oFC$, VjE I J” I. But 
l$M = *~iQFCJi, VjC {J’ I, thus ncit = IQ p. We consider the commu tatiwe 
d’ I’ 
diagram of functors J” -+ Cr and natural transformations 
Gqt -x-, GO 
I KCi* j 
I 
“cj 
g-j, .--_.----“l* lx-j 
9 
where Q plays the same rofe for G as p does for F. By hypothesis the above diagram 
is cocartesian for every j E ( J’ 1. 5y taking direct limits we obtain the diagram (2.9), 
for j = jl, which is cocartezian since direct limits preserve cocartesian squares. 
Ifin Theorem 2.10 we let Cbe the projection functor P: j,!J+ J for any 
ji E l/i, then lir E I jl/J[ is initial and we obtain 
186 A. Frci, J. L. MacDonald, Limits in caregwh of relatium 
Proof. Notice thait if J is qf, then P: i,/J --)r J is cofinal, 
53. Limits and relative limits in 3 
We shall denote by capital Roman letters il, II. X, . . . objects uf the: Abelian cate- 
gory d and by IoweLcase Creek letters a, @, x, . . . morphisms of ~4 whether they are 
considered in s+I tir s4, Throughout this paper we assume the existence of all limits 
in Pdwhich arise. 
Definition 3.1. A functor F: J + PI is said t%be d-conservativeif i@ p = I& F, 
Gmilariy F is said to be i-conservative if I@ F = 
i;2: d-4. 
19 F. Clearly F can he replaced by 
Note that under the canonical isomorphism 2 and S? can always be identified. 
Let F: J + d be a functor and X in 1 s?lI i.e. X a constant functor J + d. Let 
be a cone over F. If a/@ is given minimally, then the G/ ‘s are uniquely determined 
up to canonical isomarphism. Furthermore, from (I 3) it follows that V$: i -+ k inr 
J there is a unique monomorphism C$ which renders 
X 
commutative. it is easy to verify that C is indeed a functor J -+ H. Let {LI;: n ) = 
= I$Fand {LG, X) = Ii31 C. Then for every iE {J 1 we obtain the commutative 
0 3. Limits imd rcl4ztiae limits in 52 187 
Fi -----I__* LF 
“i 
We are now ready to prove 
Theorem 3.4. If J is q f mad SQ surisfes the Grothtwdieck arim AM, theta every 
firnctor F: J + Se is d-conservative. 
Roof. The morphisms hi of(3.3) are monks since the G$‘s of (3.2) are monks, J 
is qf and & is ABS. This, follows from (51, 14.6.4 Hilfssatz. Hence La/L@ 0 ni = 
= Qij@i. l&t LF % I’ 6- X represent a morphism in dlfor which CX’//.I’ Q Rj = ~yi/&, 
Vi E 1 J 1. We show that Q’/$ = La/L@. By Proposition 1.3 
with eifli = fl’ and eiai = dnifnrevcryiEfJ(.~:G 
3 194.manic ei: Gi + Y 
+ Y is clearly a cone over G in 
SQ, hence there exists a unique 94-morphism Le: LG + Y with Lr 0 Xi = ci, ViE 1 J 1. 
Le is manic since OQ is ABS and J is qf. Furthermore 
We leave the formulation of the dual of Theorem 3.4 to the reader. However, 
we point out that if an Abehan category d satisfies both ABS and its dual, then d 
consists of zero objet ts only. 
As before a cone over F: J + ,s? in 61ris a natural transformation a\0 in a from 
!t to a constant func tor I’: J + 9%. The cone &I IS called c~~urtesiun if it has at 
least one cocartesian representation, that is, a representation (I;i’ 2 Gi % X} for 
which there exists a functar G: J + ~4 such that the deagtam 
6j *'qflk 
(3.5) Gj 
/- CA) 1 
- Gk 
~ornrn~tes in SQ for every $: i + k in J. and such that the sqttare in (3.5) is cocartesian. 
~tyttrur~ A crone ar\/3 is ~~artes~an if and onfy if its maximal representation is co* 
Cartesian. 
In a dual fashion we define ~ar~esi~ cones under F: I -+a. 
Su pose (C, J’, Jj. If F: I -+ &l is a functor, let 9 be the class of at1 cones art/3 
over is: for which (cr\& is cocartesian, Then 9~ is the class af all cocartesian cones 
over PC. 
(3*@ ELF, n) = 9-$p P . 
Proof. If a\ yZ is a cone over F betonging to 9, then by hypothesis (a\&: k’+ G JI I’; 
is a cocartesian cone over !kI’with associated functor G: J’ -* Srt. Let (t(;. A) = 
= I$ G. In the commutative diagram 
the square is coca:tesian by ~~ro~?a~ 2.1 I. Hence Ld tp 0 nci = aci\ PC- , 
wiEIJ’I.Suppose~\~Q~~~= &~3\ &iq WE t J’t , where (#, 77) iS maximal, Then 
by Proposition 1.5 (dual) there exists, WE 1 4’1 B a unique d-map IE~: Gi + Y such 
that the diagn m 
commutes and has exact square. Clearly E: G -+ Y is a cone over G, hence there 
exists a unique &-map LE: LG I* Y with 
(3-I I) LIE 0 xi = ei . 
From (3. I 1). (3.I2) and Theore~a~ I .8 we infer that Le is epic, which togethe; with 
(3.12) and (3.13) entaifs P\Q = La\@. Hence (3.7) holds. 
By ~eorern 2.5 it follows that (3.?$ is equivalent to (3.8). 
Fmof. As before, let ‘3 be the class of cones over P having 5Fc equal to the class of 
all cocartesian cones over PC. By hypothesis Tc is the class of all cones over PC, 
hence by Lemma A... 1 -)9 is the class of ail cones over F. 
We apply the preceding to obtain 
Proof, Let a\ & FC’ * C -+ X be a cone given maximally. Then by proposition IS 
(dual) for each 4: i 3 k in J’ there exists a unique d-map G$: Gj + Gk such that 
(3.5) commutes and has cartesian square. But by hypothesis F$ in (3.5) is epic, 
hence the square is also cocartcsian. This shows that every cone over &I’ is cocarte- 
dark 
fn a previous example we have seen that if J is qf, then the projection func tor 
P: i/J + J is cofmal, Hence if I is qf, and F: J -+ ~8 has the property that for fixed 
i and variable JI: i -+ k in J, F$ is epic, then F is d=conservative. 
$4. Bifunctors and limits in ?% 
In this section we first point out that ;if is ~omorph~c to -8”. As a consequence 
we have that when the direct limit of a functor H: J -+ a exists it can be contputed 
as the inverse limit of the contravariant functor obtained by composing H with the 
anti-invoIution of 2, and vice-versa. More precisely, we have 
Pkoposition 4.1. Let T: 3 + dQ be t?te anti-involutim and_H: J + 2 a firrrctor fiw 
whiclr I$ H exists. if (L, n) = lip H, then { L, irj = I@ TH 
J JO 
Let F: IXJ-+ d be a functor, and p the composition of Fwith t.hc embedding 
gZ+_** ForeveryIp: i-+/t in/and i(l:jt --, j in J we obtain a commutative diagram 
To the furtcfor Fwe make to correspond the two mapping 
Roof. We prove only the first equivalence. 
Let F: IX J -+ d be a functor and Fi: J + d the corresponding functor for fixed 
iE I I I. From now on we shall denote by (LFi, nij ] the direct limit of Fi and by 
(RFj. Tii ) the inverse limit of Fj. Given a morphism $: i --* il in I the diagram 
F(j,j) “ii 
--------, LFi 
e4.4 j F(r. 11 / 1 LFu, 
? 
1 
L 
d;yi,, i) -----+ LFi, 
‘i,j 
Given the functor F: IX J --* ~4 let (R,F, Yiiii) = fign F an,d (LRF. ~jj =I$ RF. 
I J 
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From Theorem 4.6 and its dual we infer 
Theorem 4.7. Let 1. J be any categories. Let F: IXJ + 94 be u jimcWr for which 
(4.3, (4.4) mid 
(4-Q ?ij, 
i 
i 
‘ii 
4 
9Lil) -------+ Hi, i) 
Fti, 3) 
(i) For a// i E 1 I 1, Fi: J + d is kmnsenwt~v~ and LF is i-c~~nwwfiw. 
(ii) i;irr u/i j E [ J 1 , Fj: I -+_.s$ is i-wnserwtive and RF i:d-cr,nsen~atire. 
Tiren (RLF, nii/+i ) = 1$1 Fu and {LRF, rij\nii) = $1 -Fr. Fmhenmre, RLF%LRF, 
PXJ IXP 
i.e. by abuse of lmguage lirn $1 F c* Ii2 lip F. 
I J J I 
Notice that RLF z LRF follows from !?pg = Fr and Proposition 4.1. 
Let the functor D: I’ -*I be coinitial, with I, I’ yf’ and suppose (C, J’, J). Then 
Do: I’* -+ 10 is cofinal and Do X 6: I’OXJ’ -+ I0 XJ is cofinal, with I’O XJ’ and 
PXJgf. 
If FQ is a fknctor, then 1% & 1 I$ &(PXcI) when either side is defined. The 
previouytheorem applied to the functor IF%) p = FQ(DoX CY) gives d criterion 
for I$ F&P X 0 to exist. 
As an application of Theorem 4.7 we obtain 
Theorem 4.9. Let I be qf’ and J yf. Let F: IX J J SQ be a jimvcrr filr which (4.2) is 
exact for event (9, ti) in IX J, F(q, j) is msni~ ftjr all (9, i) in f X J, and F(i, I&) is epic 
fbr evey It, 9) in 1 X J. Then the ~cmcIusiun of Thcortm 4.7 holds. 
Proof. (4.2) is clearly bicartesian and by Corollary 2.11 and its dual, (4.4) and (4.8) 
are cocartesian and cartesian respectively which, in particular, entails that RFJI is 
epic for every $J in J and LFq is manic for every 9E I. Hence by Theorem 3. IS, RF 
and Fi (Vi E 1 I I) are d-conservative and by the dual of Theorem 3. I 5,L F and Fj 
(Wj E i J I\ are i-conservative. 
If F(9 it) is manic, F(il, 4) is epic and (4.2) is exact for fixed (it. jr ) E 1 IXJ 1 
and variable 9: i + i, and J/: jt -+ j, then the conclusion of Theorem 4.7 still holds. 
Indeed if Q: I/i 1 + I and P: j, /J -+ J are the projection functors, then l&n Ii9 b@Xp) z 
/ J 
ES lim l$ pand t$$n FJQXP) GE 191 19 E Furthermore. using Proposition 1.9 
7 J f I J f 
one shows that E;rQXPf satisfies the ~~ypt~theses of Theorem 4.9. (A detailed treat- 
ment of a similar situation is given in the proof of Corollary 4.15.) 
In order to obtain a limir commutation theorem which is applicable to a wider 
range of functo~ I? fXi-+ s# we make incisive use of the notion of relative limit. 
If H: I -* S$ is any functor we shalt denote by ‘7-‘@ gthe cartesian cone under w” 
which is universal with respect lo all carte&n cones under 2 
Rumark. If (4.4) is Cartesian, then by Proposition 1.9 (4.29, isCartesian. If (4.2) is 
Cartesian, then by Corollary 2.11 (dual), (4.8) is cartesian. If we assume that direct 
timits preserve the cartesianity of (4.2) and (4.8) then (4.4) and (4.11) are Cartesian. 
Rmf. Since (4. t f ) is exact 
;r- 
!?l;i’ f_._.. L- l&j? 
(4. I 2) fB ; 
1 L?i 
&, 13 
i 
c-- Lb 
n.. 
rz 
commutes in 2. The morphism Ej is the unique one in 2 for which f4.12) c~mr~utes. 
Indeed f,rJ~: LRF -+ L?Q c- I;‘(i*fl is a cartesian cone since (4.4) is cartesian. Hence 
3 1 19~ : LRF-+ RFj in 2 with 7ij 0 fit = LT& nij. Thus tij = i$. 
From (4.4) we obtain 
RFj 
R”j 
_.._ _-_-__---, R&Y . 
(4J3) +* 1 
194 A. Frei, 41.. MacDonald. Limits in categories of rekdons 
by taking inverse limits, Since (4.4) is Cartesian so is (4.13) by Corollary 2. I 1 (dual), 
hence 
-_. 
RW. 
R/Tj f-_- !.___.._ RLF 
commutes in &I. ?i]lrij: RLF+ LFi + F(i, 1) is a Cartesian cone since (4.4) is cartesian. 
Hence, by the same argument as before, %rj is the unique map in a rendering (4.14) 
commutative. Knj: RF/ --* RLF is a cone (in 94) over RI;. Hence 3 I p: LRF-+ RLF . ._- 
in PI with pni =: Rni. Thus Trj 0 fi = Rnj* Vi f 1 J I. 
I.T~ I LRF-+ LFi is a cone (in GQ) under LF. Hence 3 1 w: LRF- RLF in d with 
Ti c. Gi = Lr,. It is also unique in 22 with this property since all cones in d are cartc- 
Sian. 
We now show that jj~ = l!,RF. We have 
= iii1 c: 7i r; w since (4.145 commutes 
=Siii”1,7i=7iion. 
I 
since (4.12) commutes. 
Hence iTi C) ji 0 w = %j, VjC I J I, since both sides render (4.12) commutative. and 
gi is the unique morphism with this property. But gj c-1 j5 i 10 = tij holds if and only 
if 3 ‘.j p ‘; ni = ~j does. NOW ni: RFj -+ LRF is a ccxartcsian cone, hence by Theorem 
3.6 there is a unique morphism P (= 1 ~RF) in &? for which v : J Rj = Rj, Vi E 1 J 1. 
fb?fKe i;j rt p = ll,Rr and dCi3d)f 3 c J c3 = II-RF. 
=7, 0jj.t 
v I 
j I, since (4.12) uommu tes 
.-. 
= yRn. 
I 
= iiij 0 7i since (4.14) commutes. 
Since {LFi. nij ) = I@ Fi (since Fi is d-conservative) the preceding implies that 
J 
ii=p’*ti’~~i,i.c. that7i=7i’lu:)ij. But thisimplicsthatwcjp= lR,/;sincc 
T-. R/.i*‘ --, 
& 
I./G, being a cone in d, is Cartesian. Thus LRI;‘is isomorphic tb RLF in 
and hcncc in 94. This completes the proof. 
By using cofinality WC can slightly weaken the hypotheses of Theorem 4. IO. For 
this let Q: I/i, -+ I and P: jr/,/ +J be the projection functors. Then we have 
Corollary 4. I5 imply that &‘(QXp) satisflcs the hypotheses of Theorem 4.10. 
By Theorem 3.6 (dual) Rl,F = 9-t@ W = Y-t&1 $1 F. On the other hand. by 
I I J 
the wrnc ttteorem we have 9-1;$1 Fi = Rli;t. Let ‘%I@ F be the functor RF Suppose 
I i 
RF is d-conservative. Then t$ S-t@ F = t& Ii@ I-‘= LRF’. Ilencc WC have 
J I J I 
85, The AB5 case 
In Abetian uategorics satisfying the Grothendieck axiom AM, direct limits pre- 
serve exactness. This fact entaits some nice preservation properties for direct timits. 
In particular WC have 
196 A. Frei, J.L. MacDonuld, Limits in categories uf r&tiotts 
Hi -I-----+ Hjz ‘i4 
is exact, Cartesian, cocurtesih for every *: j + jt, j-fried, the#z also 
(5.3) 
Hj ._-__ _..._ -.+ LH 
n. 
! 
15 exact, aarresiun, cocartesiizn, res~ectiivel~~. where {LG, $1 = 19 G ad (L/f, 77j ) = 
=IipH. 
Roof. Let the functors T’, T. T’*: j/J -+A be defined by T’ = GjP, T= /Hj rfr G)P, 
7” = HP where Gj, Hj are constant functors J + d and P: j/J + J is the projection 
functor which we have seen to be cofinal. Recall that with J dso j/J is qf. We then 
have the natural transformations 
~1: T’ + T given by fi$ = {K~, C$t) and 
which compose into the sequence 
Clearly (5.4) is left exact if and only if (5.2) is exact I From (‘5.4) we obtain 
Iim y limm 
(5.5) I$ 7” -3T-, i$ T-.y-, l$ T” . 
Since direct limits in ABS categories preserve exactness, (5.5) has the same exactness 
properties as (5.4). More explicitly, (5.5) is _ 
and since Cis cofinal we see that (5.5) is equal to 
Clearly (5.5) is left exact if am ortly if (5.3) is cartesian. 
The same argunxn t works if we rqdace “cartcsian” hy “cd3rtesiatr”. “cxict”, 
and of curse “hicartesian”. 
When sl is an AM category, in view of Tfreuren~ 5. I, the hypotheses of Corollary 
4. I5 beconw quite unrestrictivc. Indeed, we have 
PPoaf. Since _crI is AB5, I, IS U-;rr~~crvative for ewry i = Q(i -+ i,) by Theonm 3.4. 
Furthermore, by Theorem 5.1 and the remark after IIbxwm 4. IO. (4.41 is c’3rtesizm 
for every c_“: i -4 il and eve~‘y j = pI j; -+ j), and (4. I 1) is cartesian t.,)r i = i, and every 
i = #‘(it --, 1). Tlws k’ satisties all the hypotheses of Corollary 4.15, hence LRF z RLF. 
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